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Oil Caddy - Shortening Shuttle® 
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Standard Features

• Safe and convenient – way 
to transport used oil from your 
pressure fryer to where it may 
be properly disposed of.

• Unique design – fits easily 
under any model Broaster 
Pressure Fryer. Also works with 
most open fryers.

• Easy oil disposal – allows 
oil to be drained from fryer 
in a single trip, for fast, easy 
disposal.

• Reduced cleanups – since 
oil is contained inside the Oil 
Caddy there is no spilling or 
overflowing, thus reducing 
cleanups.

Additional Features

-  Made using a thick gauge aluminum (0.11") with 
double walled seams.

-  Perforated baffle screen helps to prevent 
splashing while the oil is draining into Oil Caddy.

-  Two hard plastic handles at both ends of the Oil 
Caddy help to minimize heat transfer from the oil.

-  Two eight inch wheels make transporting the oil 
easier than ever.

Dimensions
Cooking Oil 

Capacity
Overall  

Dimensions
Net/Ship
Weight

70 lbs.
(31.75 kg)

W D H 23/27 lbs.

16" 8.5" 48.75"

(406 mm) (216 mm) (1238 mm)

Optional Accessories

-  PN 17848 - Oil Caddy Stainless 
Steel Hook

- Intended to hold caddy against the 
wall, not lift it off of the floor. 

- Make sure oil caddy is empty prior 
to hanging on hook

17847 . d o c

CAUTION:  Always wear appropriate 
apparel to prevent burns.

Oil Caddy Hook
Part Number 17848

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

Your Stainless Steel Oil 
Caddy Hook is designed to 
hold your Oil Caddy upright 
against a wall preventing it 
from being accidentally 
knocked over.  It will help you 
to save valuable floor space 
and thereby help keep your 
operation running safely and 
efficiently. 

To install the Oil Caddy Hook, 
first determine the exact 
location of the hook by 
standing the Oil Caddy 
against the wall with the 
wheels on the floor and the 
hook in place as shown 
above, mark the wall at the top of the hook.  Set the Oil Caddy aside 
and align the top of the hook with the mark, then attach with hardware* 
appropriate for your type of wall.   

*Hardware not included due to the variety of possible wall materials.

CAUTION: Make sure your Oil
Caddy is empty before hanging 
it on the hook.  The hook is not 
intended to lift the Oil Caddy off 
the floor.  It is only intended to 
hold it against the wall.

ANSI / NSF 2
SA45680


